
PAULO
FERRAZ

I was born in 1991 in Curitiba, Brazil

How is your bed?
It wasn’t the best part 
of the bedroom

Your favourite meal?
Feijoad

Your favorite book?
Lo Hobbit

Your  imaginary friend?
I used to imagine that 
every objetc could 
work as toy

I’m on a continuous process to understand my goals and 
purposes on life. 
Through design and creativity i try to produce something 
somehow useful and meaningful for people. I try to create 
products with soul.  
Every creation has particular aspect that makes it special. 
My process is very experimental and rarely linear.
Sometimes an idea remains incomplete for a very long time 
waiting for that last puzzle piece. 
I try not to launch incomplete products on the market.

I launched during unduetrestella DESIGN 
WEEK 2019 the Regador Chair wich is a 
garden chair that fills with water when it rains 
and transforms into a watering can.

My favourite artist is 
Ai Weiwei

My favourite musician is
Joao Gilberto

My favourite book is
Animal Farm

The most important  
thing I’m teaching to 
my sons is

My favourite movie is
Interstellar

NOW...

My works...

My favourites...

 If I imagine to be 5 years old...Paulo Ferraz

Born in 1991 Curitiba, Brazil

We launched recently the Regador 
Chair wich is a garden chair that fills
with water when it rains and transforms
into a watering can.

It was a common bed. It wasn´t the best part of the bedroom

28 years old

Feijoada

Animal Farm

Not really. I used to imagine that every objetc could work as toy

I´m on a continuous process to understand my goals and purposes on life. Through design and 
creativity i try to produce something somehow useful and meaningful for people.
I try to create products with soul. Every creation has particular aspect that makes it special. My process
is very experimental and rarely linear. Sometimes and idea remains incomplete for a very long time waiting
for that last jigsaw puzzle piece. I try not to launch incomplete products on the market.

BadoqPicolé Regador Chair



How is your bed?
It wasn’t the best part 
of the bedroom

Your favourite meal?
Feijoad

Your favorite book?
Lo Hobbit

Your  imaginary friend?
I used to imagine that 
every objetc could 
work as toy

The town I want to live is 
Milano

Happiness for me is
drawing

Pain for me is

I live in Curitiba and these are the most important corners of my home

I think it has never been a decision. 

When a was a kid i used to make a lot of drawings. It was something very natural. For me it was a way to 
have fun. I never planned to work with it. 

One day my teachers sad that it was time to choose a career. I was between architecture and industrial 
design and for some uncertain reason decided for design. It was something i didn´t know almost anything 
about. and luckly i felt in love completely. 

When i was still a student a company bought one of my projects and i think i was so excited that i decided 
to take this path.

My notes...


